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Chapter 2271: Keeping Watch! 

The eight idols seemed to be spiritually linked. 

They were clearly all dead objects, but they gave people a feeling of being almost lifelike. 

The moment their gazes looked over, it was like the world looked over. Ning Tianping’s mind shook 

heavily and he spewed out a mouthful of fresh blood with a cough. 

But right at this time, a gentle aura hit from behind, enveloping him inside. 

Ning Tianping looked at Ye Yuan in surprise and discovered that Ye Yuan was cool as a cucumber. It was 

as if nothing had happened. 

“You just need to comprehend it. You don’t need to care about other things. No matter how strong they 

are, they can’t hurt you either,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Ning Tianping nodded slightly, relaxed his mind, and started comprehending the Dao. 

But the Dao was not so easy to comprehend. 

Ning Tianping’s strength had long already surpassed all others among peers. 

But he did not tread out his own path. 

Only those who attained Dao could reach the apex. 

But wanting to take this step was arduously difficult. 

Ning Tianping’s talent was decent, but he was only born in Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

If it was the normal trajectory, he would at most merely be Celestial Deity Realm. 

Now, breaking through to become an Empyrean, rather than say that it was because of Mo Lifei’s 

devoted teaching, might as well say that it was because of Ye Yuan’s medicinal pills. 

It was Ye Yuan’s medicinal pills that cleansed his marrows, causing him to continuously surpass his 

limits. 

But to tread out one’s own path was not that easy. 

The Dao could be understood, but it could not be expressed with words. 

Even if Ye Yuan comprehended his own Dao, he was unable to tell the people around him and let them 

gain enlightenment on Dao too. 

But these eight idols possessed the same aura as the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. It was just that they 

were also not as unfathomable as the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. 

To Ning Tianping, this was the best place to gain enlightenment on Dao. 

Of course, based on his own strength, it was totally impossible to gain enlightenment on Dao. 



This was the Dao that the divine race’s eight great progenitors tailor-made for the divine race. The 

bodies of humans were unable to withstand it at all. 

But Ye Yuan could borrow the power of the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain and help Ning Tianping 

neutralize a portion of the power, letting him gain enlightenment on Dao in a peaceful environment. 

“The Dao lies in the heart. Follow your own heart. The setbacks that you’ve encountered in your life are 

too few, experiencing life and death this time is precisely the time for great enlightenment. Open up 

your heart and accept your inner-self, and find the Great Dao that belongs to you!” Ye Yuan’s words 

reverberated in Ning Tianping’s ears. 

Ning Tianping’s entire body trembled, his eyes gradually becoming brilliant. 

Gradually, his entire mind and body relaxed, quietly accepting the baptism of Dao. 

Originally, this was the most dangerous step. 

How great was the power of Dao? How could it be what ordinary people could endure? 

Once the Dao heart collapsed, all the cultivation would be forfeited entirely. 

But Ye Yuan helped him to withstand the vast majority of the impact force. He could comprehend his 

own Dao very comfortably. 

By the side, Ru Feng’s heart shook wildly! 

“This boy actually doesn’t fear the divine race imprint amidst the Great Dao! He … How did he do it?” 

“Also, his Dao has already gone so far? I’m afraid that even ordinary Heavenly Emperors haven’t gone as 

far as him!” 

“Freak, truly a freak! How could such a freak appear in the human race?” 

A hint of killing intent flashed across in Ru Feng’s eyes. At this very moment, he had an impulse to finish 

Ye Yuan off. 

The threat that Ye Yuan brought to him was too strong. 

Someone like Ye Yuan being born in the opponent’s camp truly made people feel too dangerous. 

But thinking about it, he still suppressed the killing intent in his heart. 

He could kill Ye Yuan. But in return, it would cause tens of millions of Hidden Lineage clan members to 

be buried in death. 

This transaction was too not worthwhile. 

The divine race was about to come into being. The era of great struggle was about to arrive. These were 

all the divine race’s backbone combat power! 

At this time, Ning Tianping walked in front of the first idol and sat down cross-legged. 

Ye Yuan smiled knowingly and secretly nodded. 



Misfortune might be a blessing in disguise! 

The events this time helped Ning Tianping achieve his aim instead, making him have a great awakening. 

Mo Lifei’s death let Ning Tianping suffer an unprecedented blow but also helped him. 

Ning Tianping already entered the state and could take the first step of Dao enlightenment very soon! 

All things were difficult before they were easy! 

The comprehension of Dao, the first step of entering Dao was the most difficult. 

Many people were unable to take this step in their entire lives. 

“Mo Lifei, you can rest in peace!” Ye Yuan said in his heart. 

Only between life and death could one have a great awakening. 

However, what Ye Yuan did not know was that for Ning Tianping to be able to take this step, it was not 

merely because of the life and death trial this time, it was more due to his teaching by example. 

For so many years, he followed by Ye Yuan’s side and witnessed Ye Yuan’s miraculous rise from the 

perspective of a bystander. 

Everyone knew that Ye Yuan was the Southern Border’s number one alchemy master, the Priest 

Temple’s Second Sage. But no one knew how much he paid for this. 

The difficulties that Ye Yuan experienced were unimaginable for ordinary people. 

But Ye Yuan would never fear and would never shrink back. 

How firm his Dao heart was, Ning Tianping was someone who personally experienced it. 

Even though Mo Lifei was his master, the one with the greatest influence on Ning Tianping was Ye Yuan. 

Ning Tianping viewed Ye Yuan as his most sought-after goal in his life, and he was unknowingly imitating 

Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan’s words and actions were all constantly affecting him too. 

Otherwise, with Ning Tianping’s temperament, there would be no way of recovering from the blow of 

Mo Lifei’s death so quickly. 

In fact, he would be devastated. 

Actually, after all these years, Ning Tianping’s heart had already unknowingly become very strong. 

Had to admit, Ye Yuan had this kind of magical power. 

The people around him would always be infected by him. 

Time passed day by day. Ning Tianping’s eyes became brighter and brighter. 

While the Ye Yuan by the side was constantly withdrawing his aura, letting more Great Dao aura land on 

Ning Tianping’s body. 



The aura on Ning Tianping’s body became stronger and stronger, the Great Dao power that he could 

withstand also grew more and more. 

However, Ye Yuan did not go and gain enlightenment on Dao. 

This was not his Dao! 

These idols were just Daos that eight progenitors carved. 

If it was the real incarnation of Heavenly Dao, he could comprehend it a bit. 

Ye Yuan felt that that was the true path! 

As for these idols, he held them in contempt. 

Three years later, he suddenly stood up and made some very strange postures. 

These postures were precisely the postures of these god statues. 

It was very hard for Ning Tianping to learn. In the beginning, he was unable to perform it at all. In fact, 

he would vomit blood the moment he performed it. 

But he was not discouraged, attempting it over and over again. 

After ten years, he could finally perform the first posture. 

Another five years passed, he performed the second posture. 

30 years later, he finally performed all eight poses! 

While Ye Yuan guarded beside Ning Tianping for 33 years! 

Suddenly, the entire sacred ground’s aura became different. 

A terrifying power of law suddenly descended! 

Sea of Law! 

Ye Yuan’s eyes suddenly lit up, revealing a hint of surprise. 

Ning Tianping’s improvement far exceeded his expectations! 

He truly had a great awakening, gaining enlightenment on his own Dao! 

Sea of Law descending! It caused a great sensation in the entire sacred ground. 

Those people gaining enlightenment on Dao were all startled by this scene and gave up on 

comprehending. Each and every one looked toward Ning Tianping in shock. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2272: Myriad Region Alchemy Conference! 

“Your Excellency!” 

Ning Tianping walked out of the Sea of Law and bowed deeply to Ye Yuan three times. 
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The current Ning Tianping had sharp eyes and was full of energy, akin to a sharp sword out of its sheath. 

He was giving people a feeling of having acquired a completely new outlook. 

His gratitude toward Ye Yuan was expressed with these three bows. 

With several decades of guarding, Ye Yuan gave up cultivating. He only spent his time comprehending 

Great Dao. 

Ye Yuan praised him, “Life and death Great Dao, not bad! Not bad! Starting from now, you’ve truly 

stepped onto the path of a powerhouse!” 

By the side, Ru Feng was long already shocked speechless. 

A human really gained enlightenment on Dao in their divine race’s sacred grounds! 

If not for seeing it with his own eyes, he would definitely feel that it was absurd nonsense. 

How could lowly humans possibly comprehend the divine race’s Dao? 

Furthermore, during these several decades’ time, Ye Yuan completely lacked interest in these eight god 

statues these several decades. He did not even want to take a look. 

Ru Feng originally thought that the lucky chance he was talking about was for himself. 

In the end, it was only for Ning Tianping. 

He looked down on even the divine race’s sacred grounds? 

Someone as powerful as him also felt a sense of frustration. 

“I said before, what you all comprehend is Heavenly Dao; what humans comprehend is Heavenly Dao 

too. Nobody is noble or lowly. Now, do you believe it?” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Ru Feng’s face was black, suddenly having a feeling of getting slapped. 

Even though he was not willing to admit it, he still felt that if Ye Yuan went to comprehend the god 

statues himself, he would definitely comprehend some things easily. 

But he was disdainful! 

Under his escort, Ning Tianping comprehended his own Dao! 

Life and death Great Dao was also a kind of extremely strong Great Dao already. 

From now on, Ning Tianping would fly to the sky with one bound, his strength advancing by leaps and 

bounds. 

Returning to the clan, Ye Yuan refined another batch of medicinal pills, threw it to Ru Feng, and said 

coolly, “These medicinal pills, let them consume it once every ten years. It can suppress the toxicity for 

50 years. After that, you all send Rong Xiyue to find me again. I’ll give you all the antidotes.” 

When Ru Feng heard this, he said in a great rage, “Boy, we’ve already satisfied all of your demands! 

You’re still playing this with this old man?” 



Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “If I give you the antidote now, can I still walk out of here? Or, I’ll be 

killed off by you guys as soon as I leave this place.” 

Ru Feng’s face fell. This lad was astute and crafty. He was really hard to deal with. 

Done with these, Ye Yuan brought Ning Tianping and left the Hidden Lineage. 

Seeing Ye Yuan leave the Hidden Lineage, Ru Feng also let out a long sigh in relief and hurriedly cast the 

secret art to completely seal off this passageway. 

“Finally we sent away that plague god! Head Elder, I feel that this boy’s threat is too great. Should we 

send someone to kill him off?” Ru Feng said viciously. 

Ji Ling shook his head and said, “This brat is too shrewd. Furthermore, he’s proficient in spatial law. He’s 

not what the average person can finish off. We might even get the skunk stink all over us. Her Highness 

Divine Daughter’s issue is the lesson learned. Want to kill him, it has to at least be late-stage Eight-marks 

Heavenly Dao Realm. But at this juncture, appearing in the Heavenspan World is too sensitive.” 

Ru Feng said gloomily, “But this boy is too monstrous. I keep feeling that he poses a huge threat to our 

divine race and must be eliminated!” 

Ji Ling nodded and said, “I naturally know that. But he can’t wait until the day he grows up! Progenitor 

Daymeld has already come into being. Before long, the two world’s passageway will definitely collapse 

entirely. At that time, in a battle at the level of progenitor, he won’t have the qualifications to intervene 

at all! Before that, we’d best accumulate strength and act a little safer.” 

Ru Feng’s expression turned somber and he nodded his head. 

... ... 

Returning to Heavenly Eagle Bodhidharma, Ye Yuan started closed-seclusion cultivation. 

He had collected a large batch of spirit medicines in the Hidden Lineage. They were sufficient for him to 

cultivate to peak Chaos Realm. 

Moreover, it was not like he did not do anything for so many years in the Hidden Lineage’s sacred 

ground. 

He mutually corroborated the god statues with the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain and had a deeper 

understanding of the Chaos Heavenspan Canon. 

The outline of the next realm also gradually formed in Ye Yuan’s mind. 

He went into closed-seclusion cultivation more to comprehend the next realm. 

Ye Yuan himself was also very curious. His cultivation system was completely different from ordinary 

martial artists. What kind of level would he achieve if he kept cultivating the Chaos Heavenspan Canon? 

Deva? 

Dao Ancestor? 



Since he knew that Dao Ancestors were not truly invincible under the heavens, then he should also have 

hopes of reaching this realm, right? 

About 20 years later, Ye Yuan exited seclusion. His current realm already reached the peak Chaos Realm! 

It was just that he still did not have a mature idea with regard to the next realm. 

Currently, his world was a mass of chaos. Then the next step would definitely be developing a real 

world. 

It was just that evolving a world was clearly not such a simple matter. 

His chaos world was totally different from ordinary small worlds. The method to hew it open was 

naturally too complicated as well. 

Ordinary Heavenly Emperors grasped Dao marks after obtaining Heavenly Dao’s recognition. 

While he opened up his own path and developed a world. 

There was an intrinsic difference between these two. 

“Looks like got to make another trip to the Heavenspan Mountain!” Ye Yuan said with an emotional sigh. 

The Heavenspan Mountain was the source of myriad life, the foundation of Heavenly Dao. Only there 

could he feel the most fundamental source of power and could help Ye Yuan open up his own world 

from there. 

Ye Yuan exited seclusion and discovered that Ji Mo was already waiting outside. 

Seeing Ye Yuan, Ji Mo’s pupils could not help constricting. 

The current Ye Yuan actually gave him a feeling of beholding a great mountain. 

That sort of feeling was akin to some kind of existence above the firmament. 

But clearly, Ye Yuan was just a peak Empyrean! 

He discovered that each time he saw Ye Yuan again, he would give him another level of shock. 

The strength of Second Sage could be described using changing with each passing day! 

“I offer greetings to Second Sage!” Ji Mo gave a bow respectfully. 

Ye Yuan looked at Ji Mo and was also rather surprised, saying with a smile, “I was just about to go and 

meet Sacred Ancestor High Priest. I didn’t expect that you came first. Finding me for?” 

Ji Mo said, “Myriad Region Alchemy Conference organized a Myriad Region Alchemy Conference and 

invited the Heavenspan World’s various alchemy holy lands’ countless elites to the Medicine Ancestor 

Bodhidharma! Lord Sacred Ancestor was also on the list of invitees. He had me come to invite you and 

to go along together.” 

Ye Yuan could not help being slightly taken aback when he heard and immediately could not help 

laughing as he said, “Medicine Ancestor finally can’t hold back anymore?” 



Ji Mo also smiled and said, “Second Sage’s one remark reveals heaven’s secrets! Lord Sacred Ancestor 

said that the Myriad Region Alchemy Conference this time is actually organized for you!” 

By the side, Bai Tong and the rest were shocked. 

Hearing the Medicine Ancestor’s invitation earlier, each and every one of them still felt honored. 

After all, this was the terrifying figure standing at the summit of the Heavenspan World’s alchemy path. 

Being able to receive his invitation, it was absolutely an extremely honorable thing. 

But when Ji Mo said this, all of them were shocked. 

The Medicine Ancestor ramping up for a fight like this, stirring up the entire Heavenspan World, it was 

actually for Ye Yuan? 

He was merely a Seven-star Alchemy God! 

The others did not understand it. Only Ji Mo understood that Ye Yuan’s Alchemy Dao already peeked 

right at the source, reaching the level of Dao pill. 

If Ye Yuan was an old monster who had already been famous for a long time, the Medicine Ancestor 

naturally would not get into a fight. 

But Ye Yuan was too young! 

His youth would impact the Medicine Ancestor’s status! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2273: Respectful Without Fear! 

“Senior Ji Mo, how can an existence like Medicine Ancestor organize such a grand alchemy summit for 

His Excellency alone?” Yun Yi could not resist asking. 

In the Heavenspan World, for all alchemists, the Medicine Ancestor was a god-like existence! 

In the path of alchemy, nobody could surpass the Medicine Ancestor. 

He was like a totem, even making people not dare to profane. 

Even though Ye Yuan was similarly a god-like figure in the hearts of Yun Yi and the rest. 

But he was just a Seven-star Alchemy God after all. 

They had never doubted that Ye Yuan would reach the realm of Medicine Ancestor and Sacred Ancestor 

High Priest in the future. 

However, it was not now. 

The current Ye Yuan matching up against the Medicine Ancestor, wasn’t it equivalent to strike a rock 

with an egg? 

Ji Mo smiled coldly when he heard that and said, “The Medicine Ancestor is indeed aloof from the 

masses. He isn’t even inferior to Dao Ancestors in the hearts of alchemists! Only a short while ago, my 
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Lord Sacred Ancestor also viewed him like a god. But, ever since after ‘Ask Not’, Lord Sacred Ancestor 

threw away all of these emotions. It’s true that the Medicine Ancestor is powerful, but he’s narrow-

minded and doesn’t have the capacity to accommodate people! Lord Sacred Ancestor had once been 

decadent for several tens of millions of years after ‘Ask Not’, and was almost unable to recover from the 

setback. If not for so, his current strength might not be inferior to Medicine Ancestor’s!” 

“This is impossible!” The expressions of Yun Yi and the rest changed wildly. 

They were seriously unable to accept that the god in their hearts was actually such a person! 

The Medicine Ancestor was the totem of all alchemists. When this totem collapsed, people’s first 

reaction could only be disbelief. 

Power and status could conceal many things sometimes. 

He was strong, so he was right in everything. 

Even if Sacred Ancestor High Priest talked about Medicine Ancestor’s faults everywhere, he would only 

be thought of as babbling nonsense, intentionally slandering Medicine Ancestor after defeat. 

Now, Ji Mo saying such words, the reactions of Yun Yi and the rest was this. 

Ji Mo just smiled and did not speak, not explaining things. 

But Ye Yuan said coolly, “Nobody is perfect! No matter how strong Deity Realm powerhouses are, they 

aren’t true gods either. They still have seven emotions and six desires. Even though the Medicine 

Ancestor is the supreme lord of alchemy, very, unfortunately, he’s such a person. I know that it’s very 

hard for you all to accept, but I believe this fact shouldn’t be far off than the Medicine Ancestor that I 

know in the ‘Ask Not’ chess game.” 

“This ... This ...” 

Yun Yi and the rest had faces of being at a loss on what to do, feeling like their three views were about 

to collapse. 

Ji Mo said coolly, “So this so-called Myriad Region Alchemy Conference is actually to destroy Second 

Sage’s faith, to crumble the Dao in his heart. This way, Second Sage won’t be able to impact his status 

anymore.” 

Yun Yi and the rest all looked over towards Ye Yuan, shocked expressions on their faces. 

They were still feeling honored earlier because Ye Yuan was invited. But now, they could not help 

worrying about Ye Yuan. 

If they had to choose between the Medicine Ancestor and Ye Yuan, they would naturally stand on Ye 

Yuan’s side without the slightest hesitation. 

“Your Excellency, why not ... Let’s not go to this alchemy conference?” Yun Yi said carefully. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Ever since I entered the Heavenspan World, I’ve always imagined fighting 

against the Medicine Ancestor one day. Now, this opportunity is in front of my eyes, how can I possibly 

miss it?” 



“B-But that’s the Medicine Ancestor!” Yun Yi said. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “So what if Medicine Ancestor? Yun Yi, only by not having a god in your heart can 

you become a god! If you regard your master as a god, you won’t ever surpass your master! Your talent, 

willpower, and character are all superb! But, if you can’t overcome the fear in your heart, you’ll forever 

only be my disciple! In the hearts of powerhouses, there’s only respect, no fear!” 

In the hearts of powerhouses, there was only respect, no fear! 

This sentence was like a bolt of lightning, giving people a feeling of enlightening the benighted. 

Even Ji Mo’s entire body trembled too. 

He did not have a revering heart towards the Medicine Ancestor, but he held Sacred Ancestor High 

Priest in awe and veneration! 

This kind of awe and veneration was deeply imprinted in his bones and had already been over tens of 

millions of years long. 

Surpassing Master, this sort of thing, he did not even dare to think about it! 

He suddenly remembered those words that Wing said to him, and finally understood why Ye Yuan would 

have today’s accomplishments. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said smilingly, “I once said before that I’m Sacred Ancestor High Priest’s 

opponent. That wasn’t some arrogant remark, but it was that I have the conviction and courage to 

surpass him! My strength is inferior to him, so what about it? I’ll do my utmost best to make myself 

become stronger! Even if I fail, I won’t regret it too! I think that Sacred Ancestor High Priest’s thinking 

should be the same as mine, he’s waiting for me to become stronger! I respect Sacred Ancestor High 

Priest not because he helped me before, but because he’s an opponent worthy of respect! But the 

Medicine Ancestor isn’t!” 

Ji Mo was shocked speechless! 

The words that Ye Yuan said were virtually identical to what his master said! 

Could it be that this was the tacit understanding between the strong? 

His master said before, he was not afraid of failure! 

What he was afraid of having no opponent! 

Even though Ye Yuan’s current strength was still worlds apart from Master. 

But Ye Yuan’s might already made people unable to look directly at it! 

By the side, Yun Yi’s mind shook heavily. 

He understood that his master was teaching him to become a true powerhouse. 

This kind of education had nothing to do with skills. It only cared about the heart of a powerhouse! 

Only by not having a god in your heart can you become a god! 



He had always thought that awe was a term. 

But only now did he discover that he was wrong. 

Respect was respect, fear was fear. 

Respect, but do not be daunted! 

Yun Yi sucked in a deep breath and nodded his head solemnly as he said, “Master, I understand!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “If you understand, cultivate your heart well! Talking about it is easy, but doing 

it is as hard as ascending to heaven!” 

Ji Mo got up and carried out the etiquette of a disciple, bowing respectfully toward Ye Yuan and said, 

“Thank you for Second Sage’s pointers!” 

Ye Yuan accepted it calmly and said with a smile, “Is the Medicine Ancestor taking action because of the 

Chaos Samsara Pill?” 

Ji Mo nodded. Ye Yuan continued, “Refining the Chaos Samsara Pill, I seem to have touched the source 

of Alchemy Dao. That seems to be another realm that surmounts Ancestor Realm! Looks like Medicine 

Ancestor and Sacred Ancestor High Priest they all are at this level.” 

Ji Mo thought about it and asked, “How confident is Second Sage in this battle?” 

Ye Yuan directly shook his head and said, “Not even 10%!” 

Everyone’s expressions changed, but then they heard Ye Yuan say with a laugh, “But for Medicine 

Ancestor to want to borrow this to attack my Dao heart, he’s probably thinking too much. Alright, you 

go back first then, I want to take a trip to the Heavenspan Mountain. After I break through to the 

Heavenly Emperor Realm, I’ll go to the Priest Temple.” 

Ji Mo bowed in salute and took his leave. 

Ye Yuan was very confident, but he was not blindly confident. 

The opponent this time was the Heavenspan World’s alchemy path’s number one person! 

This person had stood at the apex of the Heavenspan World’s alchemy path for trillions of years, no one 

had been able to shake it before. 

His might did not need words to explain at all. 

Being the first meant having to accept endless challenges! 

Sacred Ancestor High Priest was just one of them. 

For the Medicine Ancestor to be able to persevere and not fall, that was battled out with absolute 

strength, and not being touted by others. 

Facing such an opponent, Ye Yuan did not have any confidence at all. 

But so what? 



He, Ye Yuan, would never give up! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2274: Make You Make an Exception 

Coming to Southfoot Town again, it had been over 2000 years. 

Coming here again, Ye Yuan felt a sense of rue. 

Back then, he was unable to break through to the Divine Vortex Realm. Rushing hastily into danger and 

arriving at this place, he received the drunkard’s care. That was how he broke through his realm. 

Looking back, when he saw those Divine Lord Realm little scamps around him again, Ye Yuan felt like he 

was suddenly worlds away. 

He concealed his aura along the way in order to not draw too much attention. 

“Not seeing him for years, I wonder how the old drunkard is doing.” 

Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back and entered the town slowly, arriving at the guardian’s 

place. 

Old Drunkard was still lying there in an unsightly manner. Clearly, he was very drunk. 

Discovering that somebody came in, Old Drunkard directly threw a wooden plaque over and said 

drunkenly, “Hurry up and get lost, don’t disturb this old man from drinking!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Huhu, Senior Drunkard is still so overbearing!” 

Old Drunkard suddenly startled awake, turned his head to look, and could not help getting a shock. 

“It’s you!” 

He sized Ye Yuan up and down and said approvingly, “Not bad, not bad! Lord Dustless’s vision is indeed 

good. You already cultivated to the peak Divine Lord Realm in 2000 years’ time. This speed is considered 

pretty good already! Back then, Lord Immortal Grove was also no more than this. You came this time in 

order to break through to Celestial Deity Realm, right?” 

With Ye Yuan’s current realm, if he intentionally concealed his cultivation, forget about Old Drunkard, 

even if it was an ordinary Empyrean Realm, it would be hard to see through his depths too. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Considered so I guess. Senior Drunkard, how have these few years been?” 

Old Drunkard’s eyes flickered, and he switched to a smiling face as he said, “Good, very good! I’m 

guarding this Southfoot Town. What can be wrong, hahaha ...” 

He thought that he hid it very well, but how could his emotion fluctuations hide from Ye Yuan’s eyes and 

ears? 

But Ye Yuan did not expose him. Since he did not want to say, forcing him served no purpose either. 

The two people meeting, it naturally could not dispense with a bout of small talk. 

But while talking, Old Drunkard always seemed to vaguely be wanting to chase Ye Yuan away. 
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Ye Yuan was aware of this in his heart and also thanked him for his hospitality. He then returned to the 

residence to rest. 

The next day, it was the day to climb the Heavenspan Mountain again. 

Old Drunkard watched Ye Yuan enter the passageway before turning back to Southfoot Town. 

After he returned to the guardian’s manor, there was already a room full of people inside. 

In the middle, a young man sat on his seat, his gaze when looking at the old drunkard was filled with 

scorn. 

Behind the young man, there were even two maidservants massaging his shoulders, fragrance lingering 

in the air, merry and carefree. 

“Bastard, why haven’t you knelt down when you see this young master!” 

Bang! 

Behind the old drunkard, a martial artist suddenly kicked out, directly kicking onto the back of Old 

Drunkard’s knees, breaking his pair of legs, kneeling to the ground. 

The young man’s expression was apathetic as he said coolly, “Old Drunkard, do you know your crime?” 

Old Drunkard did not care, he took out his wine gourd, drank a mouthful of wine, and said with a cold 

smile, “What crime does this old man have?” 

The young man said coolly, “Got to look at the owner when hitting a dog! This young master sent Lin Xiu 

here to be your deputy, but you killed him! How do you plan on explaining this matter?” 

Old Drunkard snorted coldly and said, “Was Lin Xiu here to be a deputy? The moment he came, he relied 

on Young Master’s power and directly turned this old man into a figurehead! Never mind this, this old 

man is happy to be idly too! But, in the ten years that Lin Xiu was in power, disregarding that he 

demanded ridiculous prices, he even tainted and killed hundreds of female cultivators! This old man had 

urged him many times, but he went from bad to worse, and even wanted to kill this old man! This old 

man killed him in a moment of rage. What crime is there?” 

Old Drunkard was filled with righteous indignation as he said it, but the young man’s face remained calm 

and collected all along, and did not have the slightest fluctuation. 

As if those female cultivators who died unjustly were just a bunch of animals. 

To talk about these few years, the old drunkard had passed it comfortably too. 

But all this changed ten years ago. 

These ten years, Old Drunkard simply spent each day like it was a year. 

That Lin Xiu was a pervert. 

Female cultivators that were even slightly attractive could not escape his evil hands at all. 

Disregarding that he tainted them, he even butchered them afterward! 



He was righteous and looked down on this kind of despicable action the most. 

These ten years, he simply wanted to explode from anger. 

However, Lin Xiu was this young master’s cousin. Relying on this young master’s power, he did not place 

him in his eyes at all. 

Old Drunkard was just a True God Realm in the end. 

He was naturally incomparably powerful in the eyes of these Divine Lord Realm martial artists. But in the 

eyes of this one, he was akin to an ant. 

Helpless, he could only persuade many times. 

But, not only did Lin Xiu not listen, he went from bad to worse, and became more and more abominable. 

Finally, Old Drunkard could not resist making a move to stop Lin Xiu. But under this guy’s frenzy, he 

actually wanted to kill Old Drunkard. 

He thought that Old Drunkard did not dare to fight back. But who knew that under Old Drunkard’s sullen 

rage, he struck him dead with one palm. 

Lin Xiu had his body hollowed out by alcohol and lust. So how could he be Old Drunkard’s match? 

It was just that like this, it startled Young Master. 

Old Drunkard knew that Young Master was coming these two days, so he did not want to drag Ye Yuan 

in, that was why he did not mention this matter. 

“Just a bunch of ants. Lin Xiu favoring them is their blessing. Is it your turn to be a busybody?” Young 

Master said with an indifferent look. 

Toward this remark, Old Drunkard seemed to have long expected it. He just drank a mouthful of wine 

and kept his mouth shut. 

Tang Yucheng and Lin Xiu were simply jackals of the same lair! 

No matter how much he said, it would also be hard to escape death. 

Those present today, just the Empyreans numbered quite a few. There was no chance for him to escape. 

Seeing Old Drunkard keeping his mouth shut, Tang Yucheng said coolly, “Looks like you already have 

some awareness. Send him on his way then! Qing He, from today onwards, you’re Southfoot Town’s 

guardian.” 

By the side, one of Tang Yucheng’s subordinates had a look of pleasant surprise and immediately bowed 

and said, “Many thanks for Young Master’s appreciation!” 

Tang Yucheng waved his hands, indicating for his subordinates to do it. 

An Empyrean walked out slowly and came before Old Drunkard. 

Old Drunkard laughed loudly, opened his mouth, and drank wine, incredibly unrestrained. 



The Empyrean did not say a word and smacked a palm down. 

But just as his palm was about to land, a ray of sword light seemed to come from beyond the sky. 

Pfft! 

That Empyrean was directly sliced into pieces, deader until he could not be more dead. 

A figure slowly walked in from outside the house and came right in front of Old Drunkard. 

Tang Yucheng’s subordinates all retreated, not daring to come into contact with Ye Yuan at all, directly 

opening up a path. 

Old Drunkard looked at Ye Yuan in astonishment, shocked speechless. 

He did not even see clearly how he attacked and this Empyrean was one-shotted? 

Could it be that ... Ye Yuan’s current strength was not Divine Lord Realm? 

No, wait, he had clearly already seen him enter the passageway. Why did he come back again? 

Old Drunkard struggled to open his drunken eyes, attempting to see Ye Yuan clearly. But no matter how 

he looked, he could not see clearly too. 

It was as if what was standing in front of him at this very moment was that fleeting and ephemeral 

Heavenspan Mountain! 

“Ye Yuan, you ... you ...” 

Old Drunkard stammered for a long time and did not speak. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Senior Drunkard is treating me too much as a stranger! Relax. With me 

around, they can’t touch you!” 

Tang Yucheng drank a mouthful of wine calmly and said coolly, “Can’t touch him? When I, Tang 

Yucheng, want to kill someone, there has never been anyone who can stop me!” 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said smilingly, “Then sorry about it, I’ll have to make you make an exception 

today.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2275: My Dad is a Heavenly Emperor! 

“Ye Yuan, I don’t know how strong you are right now. But he isn’t someone you can afford to provoke! 

Quickly leave, don’t worry about my affairs!” 

Old Drunkard finally recovered from the shock. But his first reaction was to have Ye Yuan hurry up and 

leave. 

Because Tang Yucheng’s status was high, Ye Yuan could not afford to provoke him at all. 

He tried to push Ye Yuan out, but he discovered that he could not budge him at all. 
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Tang Yucheng slowly got up, came before Ye Yuan, and said with a light smile, “Punk, do you know why 

he’s so scared of me?” 

Ye Yuan said rather interestedly, “Oh? Why?” 

“Because ... I’m the son of a Heavenly Emperor!” When he said this, Tang Yucheng had a smug look. 

Clearly, he felt very proud of this identity. 

“My father is Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain. The 30 million miles area at the foot of the Heavenspan 

Mountain is all under my father’s jurisdiction! Therefore, do you know what’s the outcome of you 

offending me?” Tang Yucheng’s face was almost planted in front of Ye Yuan’s, a proud look on his face. 

Ye Yuan revealed a guileless smile and said, “What outcome I have, I really don’t know, but ... I know 

your outcome.” 

Rumble! 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s aura billowed to the sky. The terrifying pressure directly sent the guardian manor 

flying. 

Tang Yucheng was caught off-guard and directly overwhelmed until he knelt on the ground by this 

horrifying pressure. 

Those True God Realm guards were directly crushed into meat pancakes. 

The few remaining Empyrean Realms were crushed until they lay prone on the ground, unable to even 

move an inch. 

Ye Yuan’s pressure carried a strong power. 

If he intentionally released it, it was not what these initial-stage Empyreans could resist at all. 

Old Drunkard’s heart shook wildly, looking at Ye Yuan with a look of disbelief. 

He never even dared to dream that in a short 2000 years’ time, Ye Yuan’s strength actually turned out to 

be so terrifying. 

He had not made a move yet and directly pressed the Empyrean Realm powerhouses unable to move on 

the ground. 

How formidable a strength did this need? 

He previously still thought that Ye Yuan was here to break through to the Celestial Deity Realm. 

Thinking about it, it was simply a joke. 

He could clearly feel that Ye Yuan’s current strength was likely even stronger than the Heavenly 

Empyrean Immortal Grove back then! 

How was this possible? 

Just 2000 years! 



In just 2000 years, from a rookie who could not even break through to be a Divine Lord, growing into a 

peak Empyrean sovereign? 

He suddenly somewhat understood the meaning of those words that Dustless said back then. 

Lord Immortal Grove’s successor was truly incredible! 

It was just that ... behind Tang Yucheng was a Heavenly Emperor powerhouse! 

Under the heavy pressure, Tang Yucheng had a contorted look on his face. Gritting his teeth, he 

bellowed, “You dare to touch me?! You dare to touch me?! My dad is a Heavenly Emperor! You’re dead! 

You’re dead!” 

Tang Yucheng himself was an Empyrean powerhouse too. But he was weak like a three-year-old child in 

front of Ye Yuan. 

Old Drunkard was also shocked and said, “Ye Yuan, quickly go! Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain dotes on this 

son immensely. If he knows that you made a move against Tang Yucheng, he won’t let you off! My 

affairs, I don’t need you to care!” 

He was not afraid of dying himself, but he was afraid to implicate Ye Yuan. 

Even if Ye Yuan was currently peak Empyrean, it was also impossible to be a Heavenly Emperor’s match. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I’m going to intervene in your affairs!” 

Clank! 

The sounds of swords clanging sounded out, a dozen over swords sword energy around Tang Yucheng, 

the sword energy threatening. 

Ye Yuan rapped on Tang Yucheng’s head and said, “Come, repeat your words just now again.” 

Sensing the chilly air coming from the tip of the swords, Tang Yucheng’s face changed wildly and he 

hurriedly shook his head and said, “I ... I don’t dare anymore! Y-Your Excellency, I don’t dare anymore!” 

“Then tell me now, did Lin Xiu deserve to die or not?” 

“Deserved it! Deserved to die! He courted death himself! It’s not Old Drunkard’s fault! Really, really, I 

don’t blame Old Drunkard at all! He’s my cousin, when my aunt heard that he died, she was extremely 

enraged. That’s why I had no choice but to find trouble with Old Drunkard. Actually, I admonish his 

actions and behavior a lot too!” 

“Like this huh! In that case, you’re a good guy?” 

“A good guy! I’m really a good guy!” 

Ye Yuan seemed very satisfied with Tang Yucheng’s answer. Patting his shoulder twice, he smiled lightly 

and said, “Since you’re a good guy, then I’ve wrong you. You can go.” 

Tang Yucheng was akin to being granted amnesty, scrambling out in a panic. 



But Old Drunkard’s face changed and he said, “Ye Yuan, can’t let him go! You believe in this sort of 

nonsense too?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Yeah, why wouldn’t I believe?” 

Old Drunkard had an appearance like he expected better of him and gritted his teeth and said, “This brat 

is a silkpants. After you humiliated him like this, he’ll definitely go and tell Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain 

to come and kill you after he returns! Quickly leave, it will be too late otherwise!” 

In his view, even though Ye Yuan’s talent was terrifying, he was too young and believed in people too 

easily. 

He was somewhat perplexed. With this kind of personality, how did he survive until now? 

But Ye Yuan avoided the topic and said with a smile, “What plans does Senior Drunkard have in the 

future?” 

Old Drunkard’s expression turned stiff and he said with a bitter smile, “What plans can I still have? Us 

guardians all have a wisp of divine soul imprint in the hands of Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain. Even if I run 

to the ends of the world, I can’t escape his pursuit either. Rather, it’s you, it will be too late if you still 

don’t go! Hurry up and leave!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Like this huh? Then just nice. After Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain arrives, I’ll 

have a good talk with him and take back your divine soul imprint.” 

Old Drunkard was anxious until he almost wanted to jump up. This guy really would not shed tears 

without seeing the coffin! 

Were Heavenly Emperors whom you could reason things out with? 

But if Ye Yuan did not leave, he really could not do anything about it. 

Ye Yuan’s present strength already made him unable to influence the former. 

He tried his best to persuade Ye Yuan to leave, but Ye Yuan just refused to go. 

It was not that Ye Yuan was deliberately hiding from Old Drunkard, but that if he said that he could deal 

with Heavenly Emperors, Old Drunkard would not believe it either. 

Ye Yuan helped Old Drunkard heal his wounds and took out a Heaven Seizing Good Fortune Pill for Old 

Drunkard. 

Old Drunkard was shocked speechless. After consuming this Heaven Seizing Good Fortune Pill, he broke 

through to the Empyrean Realm without any surprise. 

This step had blocked him for hundreds of thousands of years. 

He thought that he could not take this step for life. He did not expect that Ye Yuan resolved it with a 

medicinal pill. 

But not long after he broke through, Tang Yucheng led a large contingent of troops over. 

A pair of husband and wife slowly walked out, looking at Ye Yuan coldly. 



Old Drunkard’s expression changed wildly and he cried out in shock, “Even Heavenly Emperor 

Phoenixdance came as well! I asked you to go, but you refused to leave! Now, you can’t leave even if 

you want to!” 

As he said, Old Drunkard revealed a hint of a bitter smile. 

This couple was precisely Tang Yucheng’s father and mother. They were Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain and 

Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance! 

These two were both First Firmament Heavenly Emperor powerhouses. 

“Hahaha ... you fool, you’re actually really still here! Father, Mother, it’s this punk who almost killed me! 

You have to avenge me!” Tang Yucheng said sobbingly. 

Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance felt her heart ached and hurriedly consoled, “Cheng-er, don’t cry! 

Mother’s heart hurts! Don’t you worry, Mother will definitely cut this punk into little pieces and avenge 

you!” 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain’s brows furrowed and he looked at Ye Yuan and said in a cold voice, “Brat, 

it’s you who made a move against Cheng-er and even killed this Heavenly Emperor’s subordinates?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2276: Still Remember Those Two Pats? 

Ye Yuan looked at Tang Yucheng and said with a look of surprise, “I trusted you so much, and yet you 

actually sold me out?” 

Tang Yucheng laughed loudly and said, “If I didn’t say that, would you let me go? What a fool! You got 

fooled by me with a few words!” 

Ye Yuan had an expression like he had resigned himself to fate and said with a sigh, “Sigh, why did you 

have to do this?” 

Tang Yucheng said smugly, “A measly lowly ant, do you really think that I’d take it to heart? This 

Heavenspan World has too many ants! My cousin toyed with a few ants, what does it matter? But Old 

Drunkard killed him! That violated heavenly law!” 

Tang Yucheng was a so-called proud son of heaven! 

He was birthed by two great Heavenly Emperors. Furthermore, his roots were excellent. He was an 

Empyrean Realm super powerhouse the moment he was born. 

In his eyes, those below Empyrean Realm were all ants. 

How could this kind of silkpants think anything of the life and death of mere Divine Lord Realms? 

Tang Yucheng looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, “You think that you can be lawless and 

unruly with just a peak Empyrean cultivation? This young master tells you, in front of my father and 

mother, you’re likewise an ant!” 
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Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain looked at Ye Yuan, his gaze cold as he said, “Heard that? In front of a 

Heavenly Emperor, all are ants! Punk, are you ending yourself, or do you want this Heavenly Emperor to 

take action?” 

Ye Yuan ignored him, but looked at Tang Yucheng and said smilingly, “But in my eyes, you’re an ant 

too!” 

Tang Yucheng laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “So what if I’m an ant? In front of my 

parents, can you still kill me?” 

Ye Yuan looked at Tang Yucheng like looking at a fool and said with a smile, “Still remember the two pats 

that I patted you with before you left?” 

Tang Yucheng’s expression changed, and he said in horror, “Y-You’re scaring me?” 

Not just Tang Yucheng, Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain’s and Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance’s 

expressions changed wildly, looking over toward Tang Yucheng subconsciously. 

However, it was already too late. 

Pah! 

Ye Yuan snapped his fingers. All of a sudden, countless sword energy poured out of the body. 

Tang Yucheng was directly sliced into countless chunks by the sword energy. 

Those two pats were sword energy left within Tang Yucheng’s body. 

As long as Ye Yuan activated it, it would erupt crazily. 

It was just that with Tang Yucheng’s strength, he was unable to detect it at all. 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain and Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance two people stared wide-eyed and 

tongue-tied, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

Their own son was killed in front of them just like this! His corpse could not even be assembled back 

fully! 

Old Drunkard also had a thunderstruck look. He did not expect that Ye Yuan was actually so crazy, to 

actually kill the son of Heavenly Emperors in front of them. 

Looking at it now, it was not that Ye Yuan was ignorant of worldly affairs. 

But since he planted sword energy inside Tang Yucheng’s body, why didn’t he threaten the two great 

Heavenly Emperors with this? 

He discovered that he could not understand the way Ye Yuan did things at all! 

But Ye Yuan did not care. Like he did a trivial thing, he smiled and said, “Inviting the two of you here is to 

ask you two for something. Return Old Drunkard’s divine soul imprint to me, okay?” 

Rumble! 

Rumble! 



Two terrifying forces rushed straight for Ye Yuan like sharp swords. 

“Divine soul imprint? Heh heh! You killed my son, this emperor will definitely grind your bones to dust to 

vent the hatred in my heart!” Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance bellowed shrilly. 

Tang Yucheng was important in her heart. Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance doted on him to the 

extreme, unable to bear letting him suffer at all. 

But now, Ye Yuan actually killed him just like this. So how could Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance not be 

furious? 

She vented all of her wrath on Ye Yuan. 

After being stunned, Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain was similarly enraged to the extreme and said in a cold 

voice, “Very good, punk! You’ve got guts! Very soon, you’ll regret having come to this world!” 

Swoosh! 

Not waiting for Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain to take action, Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance already 

teleported in front of Ye Yuan and suddenly smacked a palm down. 

Dao marks flickered. The terrifying energy undulation made the expressions of everyone present 

suddenly change. 

The attack of a Heavenly Emperor in anger, how terrifying was the power? 

Everyone thought that Ye Yuan was dead for sure! 

But right at this time, over a thousand flying swords suddenly flew out. A terrifying sword formation 

suddenly lit up. 

In an instant, Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance was trapped by the sword formation. 

Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance came in anger, but at this time, she was extremely alarmed and 

furious. 

Being trapped inside the sword formation, whatever Dao marks, whatever heaven and earth pressure, it 

all could not stand up to a single blow in front of the sword formation. 

At present, Ye Yuan was already faintly going to break through to the next realm, virtually standing at 

the peak of Chaos Realm. Regardless of whether it was divine essence or soul force, it climbed to an 

unattainable peak. 

The power of the sword formation was significantly stronger than when at the Hidden Lineage! 

At that time, this sword formation could already overpower the divine race’s powerhouses, let alone a 

mere First Firmament Heavenly Emperor? 

In other people’s view, Heavenly Emperors might be very powerful. 

But in Ye Yuan’s eyes, it was also just like that. 

Old Drunkard’s pupils constricted, the shock in his heart unable to be any greater. 



He never thought that Ye Yuan’s strength could actually already contend with Heavenly Emperors! 

“This ... This is simply too astonishing! He clearly only has Empyrean Realm cultivation, but he can rival 

Heavenly Emperors! Even Lord Immortal Grove is far inferior to him too!” 

Old Drunkard initially felt that Ye Yuan having peak Divine Lord cultivation in 2000 years was already 

astonishingly talented. 

But he discovered that Ye Yuan’s growth already completely exceeded his cognition! 

In just 2000 years, from an Origin Deity Realm brat, growing into a leviathan who had the ability to rival 

Heavenly Emperors! 

This sort of thing, he did not even dare to think about it! 

He finally understood why Ye Yuan did not care about Tang Yucheng’s identity in the slightest. 

Because he totally had this strength! 

Over there, Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain’s expression changed wildly, and he cried out in shock, “Sword 

Dao source! Formation Dao source!” 

Just a breath’s time, Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance’s world domain was already compressed by Ye 

Yuan’s sword formation significantly. 

Before long, this sword formation would be able to breach Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance’s defenses. 

At that time, Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance could only face a dead end. 

How could he still hesitate? He shouted, “Wife, I’ll come and help you!” 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain took a step and circled out the sword formation, charging straight for Ye 

Yuan himself. 

As long as he killed Ye Yuan, the sword formation would naturally collapse on itself! 

It was just that, how could Ye Yuan let him do as he wished? 

All of a sudden, half of the flying swords in the sword formation pulled back, directly matching up 

against Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain. 

Both sides fought fiercely without rest. The terrifying energy fought until the surroundings were full of 

pits and holes. 

Ye Yuan battling two great Heavenly Emperors with his power alone, he was not the least bit afraid, and 

faintly showed signs of suppressing the two people instead. 

The subordinates that Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain brought over were already dumbfounded. 

This brat that popped out from no idea where, his strength was also too fearsome, right? 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain currently had a bitterness that he could not articulate. He thought that Ye 

Yuan dividing the forces to save himself, with their two great Heavenly Emperors’ strength, they would 

naturally be able to crack the sword formation. 



But, Ye Yuan merely used half the flying swords and trapped him already. 

He unleashed all of his abilities and was barely able to fight to a draw with Ye Yuan. 

But fortunately, the pressure at Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance that side fell sharply, and she could 

resist the sword formation presently. 

Ye Yuan controlled the sword formation and still had the strength to spare as he said coolly, “Me letting 

him go was already giving him a chance. Yet, he called the two of you over, that’s him courting death. 

Not educating the son is the father’s fault! The two of you brought up such a son, you’re also no better 

yourselves. Since that’s the case, I’ll send you guys on your way then!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2277: Ill Explain It Myself 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain and his wife felt shocked. 

They already fought to this extent. Could it be that Ye Yuan was still holding back measures? 

Seemingly confirming that they were thinking in their hearts, more than ten streaks of sword light flew 

out again, instantly replacing more than ten swords in the sword formation. 

These dozen flying swords were precisely the 12 heavenly emperor spirit treasures that were plundered 

from the divine race! 

The hearts of Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain and wife shook wildly! 

The moment he made his move, it was 12 heavenly emperor spirit treasures. This boy was really loaded 

as hell. 

In the entire Heavenspan World, those who could be so bold and unrestrained were not many either. 

But Ye Yuan was still merely an Empyrean brat! 

The moment 12 heavenly emperor spirit treasures joined in, the power of the sword formation 

immediately skyrocketed. 

Heavenly emperor spirit treasures were not some ordinary goods. Their power was God knows how 

many times stronger than Empyrean spirit treasures. 

These 12 flying swords as the eye of the formation could make the power of the sword formation 

increase significantly! 

Very soon, Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain and wife were getting somewhat overwhelmed, their defensive 

circle quickly shrinking. 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain’s mind trembled strongly and he hurriedly cried out in alarm, “Fellow 

Daoist, it’s all a misunderstanding! All a misunderstanding! The two of us husband and wife are under 

Heavenly Emperor Swordtime’s command. We are the Heavenspan Mountain’s passageways’ 

administrators. Maybe you haven’t heard of Heavenly Emperor Swordtime before, but he’s a Deva 

Fourth Blight sovereign powerhouse! This matter was all the two of us husband and wife’s fault. It was 

the two of us who failed in discipline, that’s how Tang Yucheng this unfilial son happened! Fellow Daoist 
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killed him well, the two of us husband and wife have nothing to say! Fellow Daoist please raise your 

hand high up in mercy and let the two of us leave.” 

The voice at Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain this side had yet to fade when they heard a roar from Heavenly 

Emperor Phoenixdance that side came over. 

“Tang Swiftrain you coward! The enmity of killing my son is irreconcilable under the heavens, and yet 

you’re actually lowering your head to the enemy?! Want to leave, you leave! This old lady will fight it 

out with him!” 

After talking, she turned to Ye Yuan again and screamed, “Boy, kill me if you have the capability! Killing 

an administrator without permission, Heavenly Emperor Swordtime won’t let you off! Come on, kill 

me!” 

The current Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance was an out-and-out lunatic. 

She knew that she was not Ye Yuan’s match. She was actually threatening to take revenge with her 

death. 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain’s expression changed drastically, and he was just about to explain but heard 

Ye Yuan say coolly, “Is that so? Then as you wish!” 

“Immobilize!” 

Heavenly Emperor True Word directly came out of his mouth, immobilizing Heavenly Emperor 

Phoenixdance dead in her tracks. 

Then, hundreds of flying swords turned into countless sword lights, shuttling past in the air, slicing 

Heavenly Emperor Phoenixdance into countless pieces. 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain’s mind shook fiercely. He did not think that Ye Yuan still had such heaven-

defying means. 

Sword formation coupled with Heavenly Emperor True Word, killing Heavenly Emperors like killing dogs! 

“F-Fellow Daoist, this woman is already crazy. You don’t stoop to her level. She and that unfilial son 

provoked fellow Daoist. It was them who sought death themselves. But my identity is different, you 

can’t kill me!” 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain was really afraid! 

The strength that Ye Yuan displayed made him shudder with fear. 

Currently, Ye Yuan could control all of the flying swords to set up the sword formation. With his 

strength, he absolutely could not block it. 

He currently wished to piece Tang Yucheng together and slice him up again. Just what kind of existence 

did this punk provoke?! 

But Ye Yuan smiled brightly and said, “Indeed father and son, even the methods used are cut from the 

same cloth. After I let you leave, you’ll probably call for reinforcements again, right? Just now, your 

subordinate already transmitted a communication talisman. So … you’re buying time?” 



Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain was extremely shocked. He did not expect that Ye Yuan actually still had 

time to observe his men when controlling so many flying swords. 

“Misunderstanding, really a misunderstanding! That was all that subordinate acting on his own. After 

Lord Xin Yu arrives, I’ll explain to him!” Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain resorted to sophistry. 

“No need, I’d better explain it to him myself! Just nice, I can find him to take back Old Drunkard’s divine 

soul imprint.” 

Ye Yuan said it nonchalantly, but his divine sense suddenly controlled the flying swords and swept over 

towards Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain. 

The complete sword formation coming together, the power immediately soared crazily. 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain unleashed all of his abilities and could not resist Ye Yuan’s attacks too. 

“Ahh! Punk, killing me, you’ll die too! Lord Xin Yu won’t spare you!” 

Amidst the miserable screams, Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain was also sliced into countless chunks. 

In a blink, two great Heavenly Emperor powerhouses fell. 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain’s subordinates were all shocked and speechless. 

“Two great Heavenly Emperors! D-Died just like this?” Old Drunkard muttered to himself, unable to 

recover from the shock for a long time. 

Heavenly Emperors were invincible! 

This was the irrefutable fact in everyone’s hearts. 

But today, Ye Yuan used his formidable strength and shattered this fact. 

With a wave of a hand, cutting down two great Heavenly Emperors in a row, suppressing the four 

directions! 

This young man was too powerful! 

Ye Yuan looked at Old Drunkard and said with a faint smile, “Heavenly Emperors are people too. As long 

as they are people, they will die, what’s strange about it?” 

Old Drunkard had a strange look and said, “But … But that was a Heavenly Emperor!” 

Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself and said, “It will be fine once you’re used to it. The great era is 

coming. Ordinary Heavenly Emperors are also just cannon fodders.” 

Just as he was speaking, an even more terrifying pressure suddenly descended. 

A figure stepped out of the void, his gaze looking towards Ye Yuan coldly. 

“Lord Xin Yu came, this punk is dead for sure!” 

“Lord Xin Yu, this brat killed Lord Swiftrain and Lord Phoenixdance! His sins are heinous!” 

… … 



Lord Xin Yu looked at Ye Yuan with a frown and exclaimed in surprise, “An Empyrean killed two Heavenly 

Emperors?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “That’s right. They were killed by me. You should be Heavenly Emperor Swordtime’s 

subordinate, right?” 

This Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu’s strength was extremely strong, he was a Third Firmament Heavenly 

Emperor powerhouse. 

However, Ye Yuan did not take him seriously. 

This kind of powerhouse, he had seen before far too many of them. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s attitude, Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu was very unhappy and said in a solemn voice, “So 

what if yes? Aren’t you going to give me an explanation for today’s matter?” 

Ye Yuan slowly took out a token. An aura of Great Dao suddenly released. 

“Wonder if this explanation is enough or not?” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

When Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu saw the token, his mind shook fiercely and he cried out in surprise, 

“Priest Temple’s token! You … You’re the Priest Temple’s Second Sage!” 

Ye Yuan put away the token and said coolly, “It’s precisely this Ye!” 

Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu woke up from the shock and said in a solemn voice, “Even if you’re Second 

Sage, if you don’t give an account for today’s matter, it still won’t pass!” 

Ye Yuan shrugged and briefly recounted the entire sequence of events and said, “Wonder if you’re still 

satisfied with this explanation? These two people came to kill me and were killed by me because their 

strength was lacking. It’s just like that.” 

Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu listened until his brows furrowed hard. He did not expect that such a thing 

actually appeared under his jurisdiction. 

If it was an ordinary time, then forget it. Yet, they provoked the Priest Temple’s Second Sage. 

Sacred Ancestor High Priest’s status was not worse than Heavenly Emperor Swordtime. 

Ye Yuan as the Second Sage, his status approached Sacred Ancestor High Priest’s status. 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain and his wife, they wanted to kill Ye Yuan in the first place. This was 

blasphemous to begin with. 

Being killed by Ye Yuan, they could only blame them for being unlucky. 

Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu gave a bow towards Ye Yuan and said, “This matter was Xin Yu who failed in 

disciplining them. Offending Lord Second Sage, Xin Yu apologizes here.” 

Everyone turned to stone! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2278: Younger Brother Drunkard 
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Lord Xin Yu actually apologized to this Empyrean! 

In the hearts of these subordinates, Lord Xin Yu was an existence who was too lofty to reach, controlling 

the life and death of all life. 

Such an existence actually apologized to an Empyrean! 

The key thing was that this Empyrean even just killed two of his own Heavenly Emperors. 

If Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain and his wife were to come back to life at this time, they would probably 

be angered until they died again. 

They fully thought that Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu would avenge them when he came. 

But Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu came to apologize! 

The Heavenspan Mountain was too far from the Southern Border. With these subordinates’ level, they 

completely never heard of what status this Second Sage had. 

But by the side, Old Drunkard was shocked again and again. 

A Third Firmament Heavenly Emperor super sovereign actually admitted his fault to Ye Yuan. 

From just now, he was stunned by the series of turn of events. 

He thought that Ye Yuan killing Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain was already the limit that he could 

understand. 

But Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu’s apology subverted his understanding once again. 

“Forget it, they are already dead. Let’s leave this matter at this! Rather, this old drunkard is this Ye’s old 

friend. This Ye asks Brother Xin Yu for a favor and to take back your divine soul imprint. There’s no issue, 

right?” Ye Yuan said nonchalantly. 

Xin Yu gave Old Drunkard a glance. Old Drunkard’s entire body turned stiff. 

Being stared at by a Third Firmament Heavenly Emperor supreme powerhouse, he really had a feeling of 

heart palpitations. 

“Piece of cake!” Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu said with a smile. 

Old Drunkard had an astounded look. He took back his divine soul imprint so easily? 

He had been struggling here for ten years, wanting to leave, but also not daring to leave. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan settled it with a word. 

This was the difference in level! 

Actually, what Tang Yucheng said was right. 

In the eyes of Heavenly Emperor powerhouses, they were ant-like existences. 

The thing that he felt was most difficult was merely a matter of a sentence in the eyes of the true 

bigshots. 



Very clearly, Ye Yuan already entered this level. 

Old Drunkard looked at Ye Yuan, attempting to overlap him with that weak youth 2000 years ago. 

He discovered that the person was still that person, but the feeling he gave him was already totally 

different. 

Not that Ye Yuan changed, but that his mentality changed! 

“Lord Second Sage coming here, is it possible that you’re going up the mountain to gain enlightenment 

on Dao?” Xin Yu asked. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “That’s right, precisely going up the mountain.” 

Xin Yu said, “Since Second Sage wants to go up the mountain, please follow me to Green Lotus Town 

then. This place is the Dao enlightenment entrance of Divine Lord Realm martial artists.” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “No need, I’ll just go up from here.” 

Xin Yu was taken aback and said, “Second Sage can’t enter from here.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and did not follow up. He said to Old Drunkard, “Senior Drunkard, you take a trip with 

them. After taking back your divine sense imprint, just wait for me to come back here.” 

Finished talking, not waiting for everyone to react, he arrived at the passageway entrance in one step. 

Ye Yuan walked up slowly and went straight into the passageway. 

The Heavenspan Mountain did not have the slightest reaction. 

Xin Yu’s pair of eyes stared like wide-saucers. 

“This ... How is this possible? Disregarding the Heavenspan Mountain’s rules, this can only be done by 

Deva Realm powerhouses! He ... He’s only at the Empyrean Realm! Could it be that his Dao already 

reached this kind of level? But since he already reached such a level, why is he still going up the 

mountain from here?” Xin Yu said in shock. 

A belly full of questions shrouded Xin Yu’s heart. 

He discovered that the mysteries on this young Second Sage’s body were really too many. 

Only after a long time did he smile bitterly and said, “That’s right. If not for possessing this level of 

strength, how could he be honored as Second Sage by the Priest Temple at a young age?” 

Finished saying, his gaze turned towards Old Drunkard, and he said with a smile, “Brother Drunkard is 

it? huhu, being able to follow Lord Second Sage, you’ve really cultivated eight lifetimes of fortune! 

Cherish this opportunity well!” 

Old Drunkard was in fear and trepidation and repeatedly said dare not. 

Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu actually addressed him as his brother! 

His words exuded warmness. 



Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu laughed loudly and said, “There’s nothing to be afraid of, this is your great 

lucky chance! Speaking of which, this Heavenly Emperor has to curry favor with you now too.” 

Old Drunkard’s face changed and he almost knelt down, saying in fear and trepidation, “Lord Xin Yu, 

stop joking with me, this ... this old drunkard can’t bear it!” 

Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu smiled and said, “That’s because you don’t know who he is! The Priest 

Temple’s Second Sage, the alchemy world’s upstart, his status is extremely revered! Now, everyone is 

saying that he’ll become the next medicine ancestor! One of his medicinal pills is hard to get even with a 

mountain of gold! If he was still in the Empyrean Realm, this emperor naturally wouldn’t say this sort of 

words too. But looking at his appearance, coming to Heavenspan Mountain to gain enlightenment on 

Dao is probably in order to break through to be a Heavenly Emperor! Do you know what the act of him 

breaking through to become a Heavenly Emperor means?” 

Old Drunkard had a lifeless look, his mind somewhat being overwhelmed. 

Medicine Ancestor! 

What level of existence was that? 

This level of existence, he did not even dare to think about it! 

Heavenspan World, even if one was Heaven Glimpse or Grotto Profound Realm, they would also know 

the Medicine Ancestor’s great name! 

He was the well-deserved alchemy world’s number one person! 

Ye Yuan actually already reached this kind of terrifying realm? 

Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu knew that Old Drunkard’s level was too low and did not know about the terror 

of Ye Yuan’s identity at all. He ignored his shock and continued, “Once he breaks through to be a 

Heavenly Emperor, it signifies becoming a rank eight Alchemy God! At that time, the entire Heavenspan 

World’s Heavenly Emperors would all have to curry favor with him. He hasn’t truly risen yet currently. So 

this Heavenly Emperor is naturally happy to be able to form a good relationship with him. Brother 

Drunkard, these few days, you go to my place and we’ll have a nice catch-up.” 

Done talking, Heavenly Emperor Xin Yu dragged Old Drunkard and left with a big smile. 

Swiftrain’s subordinates were all shocked speechless. Only then did they know what kind of existence 

Heavenly Emperor Swiftrain provoked. 

Tang Yucheng this fool’s action was indeed damning! 

... ... 

Entering again the Heavenspan Mountain, Ye Yuan felt another wave of thoughts and feelings. 

Even if it was below ten miles, there was an additional trace of different flavor in Ye Yuan’s eyes too. 

The first time he came, his realm was too low and completely unable to experience the profoundness of 

the Heavenspan Mountain. 



Below ten miles also contained extremely rich power of Great Dao source. 

Ye Yuan affirmed these source power with the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain one by one, continuously 

revamping and perfecting the Chaos Heavenspan Canon. 

Ye Yuan went up the steps one at a time, his mind revolving rapidly. 

“You guys, look, that kid keeps walking up and actually doesn’t know to stop and comprehend on Dao. 

What can he comprehend like this?” 

“Huhu, reckon that it’s a fool.” 

“Maybe he’s a genius. The things that you use several years before you can comprehend, he can 

comprehend after stopping a while.” 

... ... 

Towards Ye Yuan’s actions, many people scoffed in derision. 

When everyone comprehended Dao, they would occupy an area and desperately go and comprehend. 

Keep going up like this, lapping up information without digesting, one could not comprehend anything 

at all. 

It was just that they did not know that Ye Yuan had long already fully comprehended the Dao below ten 

miles. 

The things that he entered this time to comprehend were totally different from them. 

As he walked, Ye Yuan entered straight into the realm fog. 

Everyone opened their mouths wide, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2279: Above 10,000 Miles! 

“He ... He walked into the realm fog?” 

“Could it be that he came to the Heavenspan Mountain to commit suicide?” 

“Ah! I remember it now! He ... He’s that person!” 

Suddenly, a gray-robed man in the crowd cried out in surprise, seemingly recalling something. 

Many people who were comprehending Dao were all startled awake by his startled cry, all glaring at 

him. 

But the gray-robed man was completely oblivious. 

Someone said disdainfully, “Who is it, kicking up a big fuss over nothing?! He entered the realm fog. 

Could it be that he can still not die?” 

The gray-robed man nodded his head like a realm fog and said, “Really won’t die! I still didn’t notice it 

previously, but when I saw him enter the realm fog just now, I suddenly remembered that 2000 over 
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years ago, someone also entered the realm fog before, and even came out alive! That person just now 

was that person who entered the realm fog the last time! However, his temperament changed greatly, I 

didn’t recognize him for a moment!” 

“What?! This is impossible!” 

The gray-robed man smiled coldly and said, “What’s impossible about it? The people who saw this scene 

at that time were not just me alone! During that while, it was seething with excitement below ten miles! 

But after we went out and talked about it, nobody believed it at all. At that time, I was just a Third 

Firmament Divine Lord. Over 2000 years passed, and I finally broke through to Ninth Firmament Divine 

Lord. But looking at his appearance, I wonder what kind of realm he has already reached!” 

Somebody said curiously, “Could it be that he isn’t at the Divine Lord Realm? But I can’t see through his 

depths!” 

The gray-robed man said, “Heh heh, with this person’s talent, how can he possibly just be Divine Lord 

Realm after 2000 years? Most likely, he’s already True God Realm!” 

Somebody immediately said disdainfully, “Keep bragging, you! How can True God Realms possibly enter 

from here?” 

The gray-robed man smiled coldly and said, “What the hell do you know? That person can’t be gauged 

using common sense at all! Back then, when he entered the Heavenspan Mountain, he was only Origin 

Deity Realm! He entered to break through to the Divine Lord Realm! He’s currently True God Realm, 

entering from here and re-comprehending again. I see no reason why not?” 

The gray-robed man’s words subverted everyone’s understanding of the Heavenspan Mountain. 

However, many people still did not believe it. 

After all, the things that the gray-robed man said were seriously too inconceivable! 

... ... 

Buzz, buzz ... 

Inside the realm fog, blue electricity glowed indeterminately. 

Ye Yuan walked inside the fog and allowed those heaven punishment lightnings to land on his body 

freely. 

These heaven punishment lightnings did not pose the least bit of threat to the present Ye Yuan. 

But Ye Yuan could feel the Heavenspan Mountain’s Dao through them! 

After careful understanding, Ye Yuan became more and more enlightened in his heart. 

Following that, he slowly walked out of the fog and arrived above ten miles, the domain of Celestial 

Deity Realm. 

The martial artists cultivating below were startled by this guy who suddenly appeared. 

It was impossible for anyone to come out of the realm fog. 



Those who entered all came in through the passageway. 

But now, there was actually a guy who emerged from the realm fog, how could they not be alarmed? 

However, Ye Yuan completely ignored their surprise, continuing to go up on his own. 

Ye Yuan had never been to this level before. 

After Ye Yuan came up, he instantly had another feeling. 

From below ten miles to above ten miles, integrating his cultivation method as well as the Lesser 

Heavenspan Mountain’s Dao, Ye Yuan discovered that everyone was wrong! 

His path was the correct path! 

Opening up a world after Origin Deity was tantamount to weaving a cocoon around one’s self, blocking 

all possibility of making progress. 

In contrast, Divine Lord Realms were more than a level worse than his Divine Vortex Realm. 

Disregarding law comprehensions, under the same realm, his Divine Vortex Realm was more than a 

magnitude stronger than Divine Lord Realm. 

Even though it was just a reference, but actually, Ye Yuan’s Divine Vortex Realm was stronger than 

Divine Lord Realm regardless of whether in terms of quality or quantity. 

And this gap widened further at Celestial Deity Realm! 

According to Ye Yuan’s inference, this gap would widen more evidently with each major realm in the 

future. 

Therefore, even though he was currently only at the peak Chaos Realm, but actually, his strength was no 

idea how many times stronger than ordinary peak Empyreans. 

Maybe it was not as good as First Firmament Heavenly Emperor yet, but it was also not far off[1]. 

Therefore, that was why he could cut down two great Heavenly Emperors under the circumstances 

where he was behind in all aspects. 

What this relied on was not just the power of source, there was also his powerful cultivation realm as a 

backing. 

Ye Yuan continued upward step by step, continuously verifying his comprehension. 

But his appearance already completely disrupted the cultivation above ten miles. 

“Where did this guy pop out from?” 

“This old man has cultivated for so many years, but I’ve never heard of anyone who could come out of 

the realm fog before!” 

“Who on earth is he? Looking at his appearance, he wouldn’t be directly entering the realm fog above 

100 miles, right?” 



... ... 

Everyone speculated one after another, Ye Yuan did not let them down either. 

Under everyone’s gaze, he walked into the realm fog above 100 miles. 

Following that, it was above 1000 miles! 

The places that Ye Yuan passed by were bound to cause a commotion. 

This guy came out of the realm fog every time. 

But the realm fog was the forbidden land of all martial artists, nobody could enter and still come out 

alive. 

After Ye Yuan left, those martial artists below could not cultivate anymore. 

They really wanted to see whether or not Ye Yuan could come out from inside. 

Then, in the entire Heavenspan Mountain, everyone stopped cultivating, all talking about this person. 

Of course, curiosity killed the cat. 

Seeing Ye Yuan enter the realm fog, there would always be someone who could not restrain their 

curiosity. They would follow him in. 

The result naturally went without saying. 

With Ye Yuan walking all the way up, quite a number of people attempted to imitate him. 

But after entering the realm fog, they discovered that this was completely not something that they 

could learn at all. 

Except, there was no medicine for regret in this world. 

Ye Yuan was not aware at all, all of his thoughts were already immersed in the enlightenment of Dao. 

This was the holy land to gain enlightenment on Dao, a Dao comprehending holy land even stronger 

than the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain! 

To Ye Yuan’s Dao heart, it was a re-tempering. 

And his aura also grew stronger and stronger. 

Inside the chaos world, wind and clouds surged. Dao marks were flickering incessantly as if brewing 

some massive changes. 

Above 1000 miles, True God Realm! 

Above 10,000 miles, Empyrean Realm! 

Arriving above 10,000 miles, all the Empyreans looked at Ye Yuan with stunned faces, all extremely 

shocked. 

Ye Yuan’s body even still had the burnt traces left behind by heaven punishment lightning. 



Electricity flashed on his body, giving people a hair-raising feeling. 

And all this was reminding everyone that he came out of the realm fog. 

Ye Yuan did not care at all, his cultivation method was already about to be perfected. 

As long as he walked until he reached above 10,000 miles, his cultivation method should be pretty much 

perfected. 

At that time, he would be able to open up his own world! 

A great world that belonged to him! 

That was right, what Ye Yuan was cleaving open was a great world! 

A great world virtually identical to the Heavenspan World! 

His great world was naturally not comparable to the Heavenspan World in terms of scale. But in terms of 

quality, Ye Yuan felt that it was not inferior at all! 

“Y-Ye Yuan?” 

Suddenly, a weak voice sounded out, interrupting Ye Yuan’s thoughts. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2280: : Creation of the World 

Ye Yuan did not hear this voice. Currently, he already entered a mysterious realm. 

Walking along the way, his comprehension grew deeper and deeper. 

His consciousness already merged into the Heavenspan Mountain’s laws. 

Currently, in Ye Yuan’s eyes, the Heavenspan Mountain was no longer the Heavenspan Mountain but 

constructed out of one thick line after another. 

The moment these thick lines went out of the Heavenspan Mountain, they became thin threads. 

The thin threads interwove, spreading out, reaching into the distance. 

Ye Yuan fused his soul into Dao and saw this scene clearly. 

The thick lines and thin threads were in a very organic operation. It was as if operating according to 

some rule. 

The entire Heavenspan World was like an enormous running machine. 

And the Heavenspan Mountain was the core power for this machine’s operations. 

The Heavenspan Mountain was operating internally, then spurred the entire Heavenspan Mountain to 

operate. 

Everything and everything was running on its own according to some pattern. 
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“These thick lines should be the power of source, right? These thin threads have the power of source 

spreading out, it should be the various kinds of law powers!” 

“Power of source is the root of the Heavenspan World’s operation, dominating all life in the world. And 

the further up, the more complex these powers of source. With my current realm, I’m unable to 

comprehend it at all.” 

“However ... I don’t need to comprehend these powers of source currently, my world is created by me!” 

“Climbing to Heavenly Emperor, overlooking the world, how my world should be created can basically 

be decided already!” 

... ... 

Enlightenment gradually emerged in Ye Yuan’s heart. 

Regarding how to create a new world, he had a clear outline too. 

Hence, he took a step forward and walked over towards the realm fog. 

“Where did this guy pop out from? He ... is he going to enter the realm fog?” 

“He should be going to breakthrough, right? Could it be that he’s going to pass through the realm fog 

and reach the realm of Heavenly Emperor that’s above 100 thousand miles?” 

“What a powerful guy! Even Heavenly Emperors don’t dare to pass through the realm fog, he actually 

can!” 

... ... 

The span of Empyrean Realm was very large, ranging from 10,000 miles to 100 thousand miles. 

Ye Yuan walking out of the realm fog already caused a great sensation in the entire Empyrean Realm 

region. 

Hence, his every action attracted much attention. 

Now, he was about to step above 100 thousand miles, it naturally caused an even greater commotion. 

There had never been anyone who sought a breakthrough using such a method on the Heavenspan 

Mountain. 

In the crowd, a beautiful figure dressed in a light blue veil kept watching Ye Yuan, her entire body 

shaking endlessly. 

Her words reached her mouth many times but were swallowed back down again. 

A thousand over years was not long, but to her, it brought many changes like what was once the sea has 

now changed into mulberry fields! 

It was just that she did not expect that when she saw Ye Yuan again, it would be at such an occasion. 

The current Ye Yuan had clearly already entered an extremely rare state of epiphany. 



Once interrupted by her, he might waste all the previous efforts. 

Hence, she did not open her mouth. 

Only all the way until Ye Yuan’s vanished completely into the realm fog did the tears in her eyes finally 

fall quietly. 

No idea how long had passed either, she suddenly smiled brightly, like flowers blooming. 

A hint of resolve flashed across in her eyes, and she quickly turned around and went down the 

mountain. 

... ... 

Above 900 thousand miles, Heavenly Emperor Justbright had already been comprehending Dao here for 

more than 100 thousand years. 

Living for ten million years already, he already cultivated to the realm of Eighth Firmament Heavenly 

Emperor. 

Ten million years of bitter cultivation, he finally reached peak Eighth Firmament Heavenly Emperor! 

Entering the Heavenspan Mountain this time, he finally broke through the final profound hurdle and 

achieved the supreme existence of Ninth Firmament Heavenly Emperor. 

“Hahaha ... This Heavenly Emperor finally broke through! Finally broke through! This emperor’s Deva 

blight tribulation will be arriving very soon. Breaking through to Ninth Firmament Heavenly Emperor, my 

success rate will increase greatly! Absorb for me!” 

Heavenly Emperor Justbright raised his head to the sky and roared excitedly. Cultivation method 

revolving, he absorbed heaven and earth spiritual energy frenziedly, breaking through this final layer of 

shackles. 

Above 900 thousand miles, how thick was the heaven and earth spiritual energy? 

Heavenly Emperor Justbright swallowed like a whale swallowing seawater, absorbing the heaven and 

earth spiritual energy frenziedly. 

But all of a sudden, his expression changed drastically. 

“This ... What’s going on here? Why did all of the spiritual energy run down the mountain? Not good, 

the rate of loss of spiritual energy is too fast! It’s already insufficient to support my breakthrough! Which 

damn fellow is doing this kind of depraved thing?” 

Heavenly Emperor Justbright could not resist letting loose a torrent of abuse. 

He was right at the critical juncture of breakthrough. In the end, he discovered that the heaven and 

earth spiritual energy was gone. 

This kind of situation was simply removing firewood from under the boiler. 

100 thousand miles to one million miles, such a huge area was the Heavenly Emperor region. 



Even though the area was vast, when Heavenly Emperor powerhouses were placed in this vast region, it 

appeared very sparse. 

This region might not produce a breakthrough every tens of thousands, even hundreds of thousands of 

years. 

Now, things were good, he finally managed to break through, but was forcefully interrupted by someone 

in the end! 

How aggravating! 

After persisting for a while, Heavenly Emperor Justbright finally could not hold on anymore. 

He got to his feet, face black as the bottom of a pot, and went down the mountain seething with killing 

intent. 

“I want to see who isn’t afraid of death, to dare snatch this Heavenly Emperor’s heaven and earth 

spiritual energy! I can’t take action on the Heavenspan Mountain. So when this Heavenly Emperor goes 

out, I’ll definitely dice you into pieces and vent the hatred in my heart!” 

When Ye Yuan walked out of the realm fog, reaching the Heavenly Emperor region above 100 thousand 

miles, he immediately had a feeling of dispelling the clouds and seeing the bright moon. 

Everything suddenly became clear! 

Rumble! 

Inside of the world within Ye Yuan’s body, that region of chaos suddenly started trembling. 

The next instant, the Chaos Heavenspan Canon suddenly revolved! 

This time was more intense than any instance in the past. 

The heaven and earth spiritual energy above 100 thousand miles gathered over toward Ye Yuan here 

frenziedly. 

Every one of Ye Yuan’s pores was working at full power, absorbing the heaven and earth spiritual energy 

and converting it to divine essence. 

Currently, within Ye Yuan’s body, it was like there were trillions of rivers merging into the sea. 

The incomparably berserk divine essence poured into the chaos world like a tsunami. 

The chaos world was expanding crazily! 

Currently, the chaos world was like a balloon, the berserk divine essence seemed to be pumping air 

inside. 

In a very short time, the circumference of the chaos world rapidly increased. 

From 100 thousand feet to 200 thousand feet, 500 thousand feet, one million feet, ten million feet! 

In a short while, Ye Yuan’s chaos world expanded a hundred times! 



Crack ... Crack,crack ... 

All of a sudden, the chaos world suddenly fissured from the middle! 

Splitting into two! 

The top half became taller and taller, higher and higher. 

The lower half became lower and lower, increasingly lower! 

A figure suddenly appeared in the chaos world, it was precisely Ye Yuan! 

Only to see his palm face the sky, and suddenly smack a palm out. 

At the same time, his feet stomped fiercely! 

The two discs of chaos separated further and further, becoming more and more distinct from each 

other. 

No idea how long had passed either, these two sides finally stabilized. 

Looking at this brand new world, Ye Yuan’s face revealed a trace of a knowing smile. 

“Chaos dividing into yin and yang, separating heaven and earth! One as heaven, one as earth! This 

realm, I’ll call it the World Realm then!” 


